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EAGLE NEWS
ENHANCED ACCESS TO GREAT LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Farewell

The EAGLE team has now
attended two online
educational trainings on
Emotional Intelligence, hosted
by Keller Education based in
South Africa. These have been
valuable times of input for our
teams with a focus on helping
facilitators understand their
learners.

EAGLE Nests
We have held two
brainstorming sessions looking
at the make up of our EAGLE
nests. An EAGLE nest is…..
Great suggestions and
contributions have been made
concerning how best we can
come up with an efficient and
customised nest, what it
should look like and what its
key components are.

HOPE SCHOOL
The Eagle team were glad to be able to visit Hope Secondary
and Primary Schools on 14 February. As well as an opportunity
to address technical issues the schools are facing such as login
and student registration, it was also highlighted that the
schools are facing some network connectivity issues. These
are issues we are working to address in the next month.
Mr Melusi, headmaster of Hope Primary, is keen for EAGLE
to facilitate a workshop with Hope Primary teachers to
develop their computer efficiency, particularly in navigating
the EAGLE nest. This is an exciting prospect which we are
keen to pursue.

PROJECT 30 ENDS
With our pioneer Project 30 coming to an end this month, we
enjoyed meeting with project facilitators to get feedback on
the 6-week programme. Highlights and negatives of the
project were noted with a positive outcome that facilitators
are keen to work with EAGLE moving forward!

There has been much to be grateful for this month, with both challenges and wins. We thank God for
guiding us through and we look forward to the new challenges of next month, stretching our team and
helping us to soar even higher!

